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1. Terms and definitions
Cryptocurrencies: refers to a blockchain based data flow or other
similar digital representations of digital assets (including BTC, ETH, LTC,
etc.).
BuyBelli: is a service situated on the https://buybelli.com website,
legal name BUYBELLI SERVICES LTD, providing the user with a tool
which is a system for the formation of reserves of digital currencies in
the Argumentex exchange service, which is located on the
https://argumentex.pro website.
User (client): refers to the logged user of https://buybelli.com and
https://argumentex.pro website, who agrees to the terms of use.
User registration: means that the user logs into BuyBelli, submits
relevant information as required and agrees to comply with these
Terms of Use.

2. User registration
2.1 Eligibility
The user undertakes:
2.1.1. A BuyBelli user is an adult who can make decisions for himself.
Whenever the User registers and uses the BuyBelli service - he
accepts the Terms of Use and is considered eligible;
2.1.2. By registering and using the services, the client will not violate
the law, interfere with the cryptocurrency transaction system, or
affect the normal operation of the services.
2.3 Registration procedure
After the user completes authorization on the https://buybelli.com or
https://argumentex.pro website - he confirms his consent to the Terms
of Use, the registration will be considered successful.
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3. Service for the user
BuyBelli is a service that provides users with a tool which is a website - a platform for digital
assets to participate in the Argumentex exchange service.
3.1 Service content
3.1.1 The user has the right to view cryptocurrency rates in real time and information on the
history of the personal BuyBelli account.
3.1.2 The user has the right to view the information of his BuyBelli account and perform, fulfill
all possible operations provided by the BuyBelli service.
3.1.3 All other services that BUYBELLI SERVICES LTD provides through the websites
https://buybelli.com and https://argumentex.pro.
3.2 Service rules
The user must comply with the following service maintenance rules:
3.2.1 The user must comply with the provisions of laws, regulations and orders, the client is
not allowed to operate or use the services of the BuyBelli service in illegal actions or other
actions that prejudice the service or the rights and interests of a third person, such as
sending or receiving information materials, which are illegal, contradict to moral and
ethical standards and violate the rights and interests of others, harmful information or
comments, use or falsification of BuyBelli email headers without permission, etc.
3.2.2 The user must take precautions to properly use and store the account name and
password. The user is fully responsible for the consequences arising from any operation with
the account and passwords. Whenever the user becomes aware of unauthorized use of
the account by any third person, or other security concerns of the account, the user must
immediately notify the administrator of the https://buybelli.com website of the suspension
of the account until the circumstances of the incident are clarified and the problems with
security.
3.2.3 The User must comply with these Terms of Use and other rules published and updated
by the BuyBelli.

4. Acceptance of Buybelli Program Terms
4.1 From the moment the client submits an application for participation in the BUYBELLI
program, the client fully accepts and understands all the rules for the operation of this
program, after which it is considered that the client authorizes the BUYBELLI service to
dispose of the user's cryptocurrency, exchange, compare, hedge, convert and perform all
other operations.
There is no additional payment for using the BuyBelli program by the client, except for the
terms of the program.
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5. User's rights and obligations
5.1 The user has the right to use the BuyBelli service in accordance with these Terms of Use.
5.2 The user has the right to stop using the BuyBelli service at any time.
5.3 The user has the right at any time to deposit or withdraw his digital assets held by the
account on the https://buybelli.com website.
5.4 The user is responsible for the accuracy, validity and security of his personal data
provided for registration.
5.5 The user must not maliciously interfere with the operation of the service and disrupt,
modify, suspend and perform other actions that affect its functionality and the normal
operation of the service.
5.6 The user should not prevent other users from using the BuyBelli's services in any technical
way or in any other way.
5.7 The user must not maliciously discredit the BuyBelli service with fictitious information.
5.8 The user is responsible for the safe storage of his accounts and passwords and covers
independently all losses associated with the leakage of accounts and passwords for his
own reason.

6. Rights and obligations of the BuyBelli service
6.1 The BUYBELLI has the right to refuse to register a user account on the
https://buybelli.com website and has the right to cancel it. At the same time, the BuyBelli
reserves the right to determine whether to accept user registration under any other
circumstances.
6.2 The BuyBelli has the right to suspend or terminate the use of the account after it
discovers that the actual user is not originally registered.
6.3 The BuyBelli has the right to notify the client about the need to correct and update the
information provided during registration.
6.4 The BuyBelli reserves the right to change, suspend or terminate the ability to use the
service, namely the BuyBelli program, at any time, and also has the right to change or
suspend services without advance notice to customers. Changes are effective from the
date the notice of the change is posted on the https://buybelli.com website.
6.5 The BuyBelli must use the necessary technical means and controls to ensure the normal
operation of the service.
6.6 The BuyBelli has the right to store the client's registration information and all information
accumulated during the use of the BuyBelli service during the execution of this agreement
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and after the termination of this consent, the BuyBelli is not entitled to unlawfully use this
information.
6.7 The BuyBelli has the right to delete any user information that is contrary to national laws,
regulations and orders, or the BuyBelli's customer assessment, and to exercise this right
without notifying the customer or obtaining customer agreement.
6.8. For security reasons, the user agrees that the BuyBelli will immediately take all effective
measures without the user's special permission to correct errors, including transactions with
the client's capital, etc.
6.9. The BuyBelli commits to have a professional user service team and user service system
to ensure the functionality of the service, channels for users' questions and complaints with
a timely response and feedback on complaints and wishes.

7. Special statement
7.1. Under the law, whatever the circumstances are, the BuyBelli is not liable in the following
situations: maintenance of information network equipment, network connection failure,
computer, communications, other systems and power supplies or strikes, labor disputes,
insurrection, riots, lack of performance or productivity resources, fire, flood, storm, war,
court order, all force majeure circumstances that arose through no fault of the BuyBelli.

8. Intellectual property rights
8.1. All intellectual property rights contained in the BuyBelli, including site marks, database,
site design, text and graphics, software, photographs, videos, sound and its combinations,
intellectual property rights to the assembly of the software, the corresponding original
code, software (including applications and scripts) belongs to the BuyBelli. Customer must
not duplicate, modify, copy, send or use any materials or content of said materials for
commercial purposes.

9. Change and termination of the relation
9.1. Changes to the Terms of Use: the BuyBelli has the right to change the content of the
Terms of Use or other terms of service and operating rules published on the
https://buybelli.com website. Changes are valid from the date of publication. If the User
continues to use the service provided by the BuyBelli, it is considered that he agrees with
the changes. Otherwise, the user has the right to stop using the service.
9.2. The BuyBelli has the right to terminate the BuyBelli's user account in accordance with
the Terms of Use. The connection between the service and the user is terminated on the
day the user account is canceled.

10. Risk notification
10.1 There are high risks in transactions with cryptocurrencies. The user must independently
control risks, assess the investment value of cryptocurrencies and bear the financial risk of
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losing all investments when participating in operations with cryptocurrencies.

11. Liability for violation
11.1 A service or a client violating the obligations of the Terms of Use is a violator. The
offending party must accept responsibility to the other party who is in compliance with the
contract.
11.2 In a case when a user engages in illegal activity on the service or uses the service to
engage in illegal activity, the BuyBelli has the right to immediately terminate the provision of
services to the user and cancel his account.
11.3. In a case when a user disrupts the operation of the service by technical or other
methods or affects the accounts of other users of the service, the BuyBelli has the right to
immediately cancel the account and demand compensation for losses in relation to other
customers.
11.4. In a case when a client maliciously misinforms the public and maliciously slanders the
service by falsifying information, the user must publicly apologize and compensate for the
damage caused to the service.

12. Dispute resolution
12.1. Any dispute arising out of the present Terms of Use should be resolved starting with
negotiations.

13. Fulfillment and interpretation
13.1. The obligations of the parties come into effect when the user completes the
registration procedure.
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